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7. Mrs. Westfall called’ regarding the current investigation into the 

. sassassination of President Kennedy. _ She feels that this investigation .. — 

is in order-and-wishes—to~go--on. record as feeling that it should be 
“Nery (thoroughly gone into. a os fm 

g
e
t
 

anniversary . of the assassination - this from the Star. Free Press. ee y 

:>-The’ story was by-lined by Bob Holt and stated that at 10:05 on the. 

*.- 22. Nov. 63 a telephone call came in to the General Telephone office 

“in Oxnard from a soft voiced woman who stated that the President 
“would be killed at 10:10 that day. The operator could hardly understand 

“ther and called the supervisor to listen to the conversation. The - mee 

-information was. repeated to the supervisor and the caléer hung up. _ 

. —“At 10:10 she called again.and said that she ‘was incorrect - that the . 

_. ier. +. 1°. assassination would be.at 10: 30. ‘After the news was spread that the’ 

“is -f".7. °° =" President had been shot, the operators remembered that the call had 

4 come in and that the time of 10:30 was 12:30 Dallas time, when the 

: ‘President was shot. This was reported to the FBI at the tine, but 

nothing was heard of this at any time later. 

Mrs. Westfall thinks that this might bear out the possibility of. 

something more than one man n being responsibie for the shooting. 
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